
D0partment of Educational Founijations .. 
Faculty of fa!ucation,Universit.y of l-Jberta, 

Edmonton_. Alberta T6G 2G5 
Decernber 14_. 1967. 

T,·',· Dr. Peter Meekison, 
Vice-President Academic 

From: Ivrarilyn Assr1eton-Smith 
Co-Clrn.ir, Coon:iinatiw2· Comrnit.t.ee on ·vv·ornen ':; Stu.dies ,_, 

T1iank you for 1:neeting Vlitli us last Vifednes,:jay- . V•le found the dis~~JJssion 
lielpful in relation to the committee ·s v,1ork. l•~s v1e di:;c:u.ss.;.d at that tim€-, Vle 

would lite to follow-up Vv'i.tli a request for financial support for tlie 
commit.we for t11e upcoming acaclemic: year. 

The major ,N-c:.rk of the committee continues to focus a.round the 'iNomen's 
Re.search Centre. For that Vlork and ot11er committee V•lork we employ an 
-:,.:·.:-1·.:-.. ~n-- •,·'•1- r'i}' ·'•l1"' In h···1J1-c· ·:i , ... ~--· ;::.1• -:::,+- ~- .h.~-e:+- ,.-, f r1pr.r,h•T-T•m-~t -' lt, ,tr: ,:nn - .--·r ~- -·J·-• .._, 1_.,_._ I_. l -✓ -· ,-.)t....- _., t- l v· V . ·- ' •-· \"Vt;'-..- ,r::.,. ., t:.1. t- •=-1. ..,. . .J ._.t .. ·-· J. -· I_. ·..- ..::a.J. ... 0 . h i -,41 .)-Z ·.· ·· f---~ .-. 
,;>.:,:;'ir ru·t11.:::..r ,•'•!-f1' (';:::, .--•(;•~t,-• .-,1-.:::.. ut-1rj.::..r $ 1 nn T":Af" ll"i')+"ltll ::i+-1r◄ ,;;.TC., t1-11•1-1t, 1'.j. ic· l .., ._.. . ..,. "' ... ..., . .,. .., . .,. ~ .,.;:. C\. ..,. ~ . .... . .,. ..,. .r' .., ... ,1 J. v 1.. 1 c.J.J "A ·rt ..,. .s:.. L- ,.w, 

essential to have funds t,.:, brinq in visiting sDeakers in relation to researcl1. 
1,,,..1 1...J ... • 

or to collaborate wit.11 ott1er v,1on1en·s groups on campus to support such 
researcri➔rs. A total of atiout $10 .. 000.00 would then enable us to continue 
~••{iflr1na -:.t (il't- nr,::,,:-,,::..,,.,t lt:>,TF'.;1 IV . .,. ..... ;:=, IJ. •• ·-· ·- '·· 1... ·-· ·-· . .,. J...!. .,. . .., 1 . .., . 

iv1ariiyn A:::s11eton-Smitll 
Rosemarv Liburd. , 
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\lic:e-Pre::;Went's coordinating Cornmit.t.ee 
on Women·s Studies 

cio f,.ilarilvn Assheton-Smith , 
Department of Educational Foundations 

Stl1 Floor Education Nortll 
Universitv of Alberta , 

March 14, 1900. 

Dr . Peter Meekison .. 
Vice-President Acaclemi(: 
-~.-4 Universitv Hall 
~ I 

University of Alberta. 

Re: Vvomen ·s Research Centre Proposal 

Finally v.,e have a draft of this for you v,1hicl1 .,,,..,,e , .. •,1ould consider ready to 
proceed to committee. ~Ne realize .. of course, that you may Vlish some 
changes or tt1at you may make some specific recommendatwns with regards 
to it before it proceeds. 

We have dedded to write in a dear rec(>mmendation that the <~ent.re be e. 
C()llaborative venture Vvith the University of Alberta and Athabasca 
University. That idea 'Nas implicit in previous documents you have seen_. but 
not spelled out. It is now clear tt1at academic staff at Atl1abasca would 
prefer tt1at a.rrangement and preliminary informal approact1es have been 
macle to Athat>asca ·s vice-president so t11at he realizes v-,e are making this 
proposal: there have been no formal discussions \hlit.h him of course, as vve 
assumed tl1at vvould follov,1 either approval in principle ,;,.vitllin the University 
of Alberta or at least some consideration of the issue by yourself. 

Vile have also written in a more realistic budget, in terms of real costs, than 
we had previously suggested. Nevertheless_. we are aware that it v.,i11 take 
considerable vvc,rk to build a l)udget such as this. and that some of tile costs 
may ·well be reduced by accessing furniture pools of ead1 university, or 
identifying a.reas ,-v·here each university can most easily contribute without 
feeling that the costs are direct (for example_. perhaps space from tl1e U of A_. 
and some provision of comput..ers from Athabasca as part of tl1eir large-scale 
computer project. .. that has not been discussE:>d ~Nitti them, but V·l€> could see 
something like that as a possibility). That also, of course_. indicates a fairly 
large contribution has alread;.r t,een made l..)y tJ1e universities v,.1l1en v,,e turn 
to fund raising. 



Tllere is one piece or V•lorK Tv\1111<::11 r1as not Nh?n (Jone .. and that 1s fitting tJw 
bucl~et into t.t1e Lotus 1-2-3 sr-:ireadsheet temf-llate currentlv t>eing usecl in 

J , -

the comptroller 's office. That would not be too difficult to do if it seemed 
adviseable_. although we might use an Excel spreadsheet rather t11an Lotus. 
The forrnulas should not l)e difficult to transfer. 

We look f or""3.rd to hearinc, from vou shortly in regards to the next steps for 0 , u 

this proposal. As you likely know we are using space provided to us, a house 
on 90th Ave, and fincling it quite satisfactory for a st.art. We have today 
asked Wayne Hansen if he could assure us of that space fc>r a somev,!t1at 
longer period of time, so we can proceed to arrange furniture and generally 
set it up in a way T..,..1hic:h ,;Nould be more appropriate for our use. Our t11anks 
for your support and assistance to date. 

Marilyn Assheton-Smith 
Rosemary Liburd 
Co-chairs. 
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to: 

from: 

subject: 

University of Alberta Inter-departmental Correspondence 

Dr. Marilyn Assheton-Smith 
date: 

co-chair Vice-President's Coordinating Committee 20 April, 1988 
on Women's Studies 

our fil e : 
c/o Dept. of Educational Foundations 

Dr. Amy E. Zelmer 
your file: 

Associate Vice President (Academic) 

Women's Research Centre Proposal: 

I've just been looking over the proposal and wanted to tell you 
on a personal basis how great I think it is. 

Will you be making a provision for "corresponding associates" or 
some such? I've a very selfish reason for asking but think that you 
might well consider spreading the net to reach some of us who will be 
physically not able to drop in. Now that I've figured out how to send 
messages through both MTS and BitNet to Australia I am more than ever 
convinced that electronic connections could really work to the 
advantage of women who are often among the more isolated in society. 

Best of luck. 

Amy E. Zelmer 

AEZ:dc 



v 1 ce-Pr eswen rs Coor din a tJng corn mi tt..ee 
on ·1~lomen ·s Studies 

c/o Ma.rilyn Assheton-Smith 
Department of Educational Foundations 

:,U-1 Floor Education North 
Universitv of Alberta 

' 

Iv1r . \~rayne Hansen, 
Spo.ce Pla.nning Officer, 
Planning and Space Management . 
.:::. C• ,.,, ( ·'n,::,1·~i11 (' .··1·,11· .-.,-,c- Bt11·1c·-J1·nn 
,(), •. . _Tt:; •J -· ,e,I:;' \_,'<;'~• ' . -+ c,· 

Vv'ayne, a~; you. h'.nov•l ,,.1,re 11ave been using U-1e house at 11043-90 
!!.•r,::, ·-:11·1rl h·:,,;T,:::. i;r,::,1·,;T 1·1·111r·t1 ~,nr-·,1·.::.,-'1-=tt.c-.rj h·:1 ,;,1·r1~i ·:1(-r·,::,o:·s t·) 1·t T\,.1t> ·::.r,::, 

.1 J. \ v .. , • ·-" J. •_\I •-· , v / - ·••• (.i.[-· .· ·-• v.l'-· .F-7 i,_..,, ... •=• ,_,._.,_ . .._ .. _,._ J. ·. 'Y _. '-'- v 

for,,.1,ra.n:ling thi'.:, ,,h_,·eek the final proposal to Dr. f,,..Jeekision; T0.re have vvritten in 
real c:ost::; of ::;ud1 a centre if it ~.h.rere ful1T1.r funded, but ,He ;::1.re antic:inatinQ· . t u 

sor.ne fundirn~: and ::;ome scroun·2·ins· around. I arn enclosini ;3_ >:Of-N of tJiat u u u u / 

proposal for you (althougli ttiere are a feT1•\r rnodiiications wliich v ... ill be made 
before the final draft goes tc .. Dr. Meekison)., to give you :;ome picture of the 
v-?ort of U1e centre. 

Vili·1·-:1t I ~·.,,··,1 1 1,··1 11·t·;::. 1·r·r,1·I·1 ~T(·,11 1' f ,-,, ·;,:·,:·1·t·i1.::. 1··=- •=fit'r)A ·:1•=·-=-i11•r:1.r·1(·A t1·1·::.t ~,,,::, ~111·111·1·:,~Tµ 
• i 1 1 . -· /, ·-· _I,. ._... .... ·-· ·-· ,' ._,. -·J J. 1-· ·-· ._, __ , -· ·-· J ._, ._1 V ~ ~ ·-· , __ .._1._1 -· I ·-· ·-· _. •:.\ -· y'( V' t '-"- I ·-· 

.-, ~··· ~,-.,-. t .~ +~-," t c-r .-, .,.. " 1· "rf .., Il p·,-+~ f j ~ j p ~ r1· ~ j "rf t1· Ill~ ,Arr-. ,sp.--. j r· .-- 1·" arr-::.na ·' (.l_l_. 1._.t;.:,.:, ,_.•.) t-.1..1.0.- :,!),:l.'-.-t::" l_. o . . _.}),.I..-':':: lt. t::''-- _.1~ \)\ I.., _. I:'.::'. t,t:::" 11-_.-::;- 1• _ _ J,_) ~r e,,_ c,t:::' 

f 11r··· 1·t11r·r:- r·i(>TT ·. ,-.,-,r··,::. 1·urr· 1·tur·,:, ·,11t ,-·;:.t nl· ,r·;:, 11·!iA•-· 1·1· attr (·1· ~ t;:.1;:.r11· r,11,:; >'-· ll •·-· ,•., I,.','~ .:>v Jlv l v 1,J_, •, E,'' J t· lC L. _.,:, 1, · .. ,J,. l C.\ •v v1-• j_. ·.• 

;3_ns,;,,•,7erini2" devk:e and so on. Hov,,1e~1er, we v\lOUld not lite to do Uia.t a.ncl U-1en ~· 
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1 _ Introduction 

This document will present a proposal f,x the est3.blishment of a Women's 
Re-searcl1 Centre sponsored jointly by Athabasca University and the 
University of Alberta. This research centre Ty\T:ill function as a focal point for 
feminist research in botl1 univeriSities and in the larger community. 

Feminist research is defined as research for women, rather than research on 
women or by women. This implies a clear recognition of a value orientation, 
an orientation to improving the situation of women in our society and in tlle 
world community. However, it does not imply only applied research. Much of 
feminist research V-lhich ,::hallenges eYJsting models of kno~,v1edge in the 
university and proposes alternatives to those models is dearly research "for 
~,-.,omen" even though it occurs in philosophy or literature or theology or 
other fields of primary knowledge. 

Further, in that it is research "for" women rather than "on" women, feminist 
research may include analyses of political institutions, economic structures, 
ecological relations, or dozens of other phenomena which impact upon 
women. If differs from other research in these same areas by the constant 
question, how does this phenomenon or current knowledge about it affect 
, ... ,omen? Or ho~.-v is this phenomenon experienced by women? 

One ot11er assumption underli€-s feminist research and tr1at is that such 
research ,;Nill eventually benefit women, men, and children, not "just" 
V-lomen. Thus, the current focus on the experience of women ·which 
underlies feminist research assumes an existing male-bias in knowledge 
systems which v-n.11 eventually be transformed. That male-bias cannot be 
transformed by pretending it does not exist, but only by the long-term 
development of female-centered knowledge systems. 



"AT THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL LErlEL, FEMIMIST SCHOLARSHIP IS 
COMMITTED TO UNDERSTANDING AND IMPROVING THE SITUATION Of 
llOMEN. IT STARTS FROM THE PREMISE THAT ALL SCHOLARSHIP IS 
NECESSARILY VALUE-ORIENTED AND THAT MORE OFTEN THAM NOT A LACK 
OF FEMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS RESULTS IN SEXISTS THEORIES AND 
DESCRIPTIONS. IDENTIFYING AND CRITICIZING SEXIST ELEMENTS IN THE 
EXISTING LITERATURE IS THEREFORE aN IMPORTANT PART OF FEMINIST 
WORK. ONCE A CRITIQUE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED, AND BASIC DATA HAVE 
BEEN COLLECTED, NEW CONCEPTS AND MODELS ARE CREATED, EITHER TO 
EXPRESS FEMAL.E EXPERIENCES, OR TO ENCOMPASS THE EXPERIENCES OF 
BOTH SEXES. THE LATTER CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED AfTER THE fORMER HAS 
BEEN PARTIALLY DOlfE. IN EITHER CASE, FEMUlIST WORK EVENTUALLY 
GROPES T01lARDS A NE"9l EPISTE:M0L0GY WHICH ALL0~lS FOR THE 
ADEQUATE UNDERSTANDIMG OF FEMALE AND MALE LIFE" ( 1985:624). 

Ek~~r~" r~iers_pumarily to tier ovm disc.ipline in t11is description but 
feminist researrh and analysis not only critiques knowledge ,Ni thin 
disciplines bu~ nscends the boundaries of disciplines. Ei ~ er argues that 
this is so beca11se feminist research by necessity blu. isciplinary and sub-
disciplinary boundaries. This happens because ~h research is typically 
issue-oriented, its problems derive from e e:,weriences of women rather 
than from the problematics of the disc· ines. Eventually discussion around 
several critical issues influences yarious disciplines, even though the impetus 
for the intellectual work does not originate v-1ithin them. e consider this 
notion also, the notion of inter~isciplinary research gro ded in women ·s 
issues and experiences, to be an essential aspect of fe 1inist research. 

Given this understanding of feminist research .. there are no discipline 
boundaries to the work nor limitations <joing collaborative researcll Vlitll 
feminist oriented women's groups int e co,mmunity or 'W'ith other 
universities. The limit-1.tions relate to e ok1erall orientation defined above, a 

I 
methodc,logical stance- which is approprL .to that ori€'ntation, and a genuine 
research problem. A genuine research ypJblem is defined as a probl€>m ·r:1--

vll1ich can be addressed by the develoyrnent or clarification of knowledge. /v -~ 
" ,.,,--

2 .Rational fo:r a Feminist Resea:rch Institute / \J6 ~ C/'= 

~~ 

Feminist research and research in the general area of women ·s studies has 
developed rapidly in the last f if t-€-en years, but academics at these tv.Jo 
Alberta universities have not yet made tl1~ contribution of 1_qhich tl1ey are 
capable. There are a numb€-r of scholaq gere vvith an inter€-'st in trtie area of 
study, inclicated by t11eir willingness to teach graduate and undergraduate 
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courses e-ven when such courses constitute extra loads, by supervision of 
graduate theses in vvhich the 1v\1ork is primarily feminist, and by a fev..1 
publications, but on the whole our contribution to the literature is not 
significant. 

In this same time period, feminist research and kno,;A,tedge has e:h-panded at 
an exponential rate. Margrit Eichler·s ( 1985) analysis of feminism and 
sociology points to an impact of feminist researchers on the analysis of 
housework, the analysis of paid and unpaid labour, and on the analysis of 
the labour market it.s-2>1f . She also notes a reconceptualization of the 
phenomenon of rape, a reorientation in our understanding of incest and 'Wife 
battering, a shifting in our understanding of tlw variables of sex and gender 
and an associated reconceptualization of the reproductive functions of men 
and v,mmen. From this beginning she proceeds to list a number oi other areas 
<)f sociological knowledge which have- been influenced by feminist research. 

Eichler·s analysis is particularly interesting, because she herself has made a 
major contribution to tl1ese changes in sociology (along vvith Dorotl1y Smith 
and Mary O'Brien). We would argue that one reason this has been possible is 
t11at tt1ese three scholars vvork out or tt1e same institutional structure (the 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), that this institution which 
provides only graduate education is in fact a major centre for research, and 
that the divergent methodologies and theoretical orientations of these three 
scholars is brought together in a way ,;Arhich greatly enriches the contribution 
of each of them because of a specific institutional structure and a shared 
commitment to feminist research. We believe that a research institute at 
these tvvo universities coulii similarly motivate and support ground-breaking 
research in v-!omen·s studies, bi.lt could go beyond tile model or OISE by < 
drawing on a mu.ch wider potential for interdisciplinary work available here. > 

Because of the need to develop interdisciplinary women ·s research, such an 
institute ,;,\lould be based on e,:ological relations som€•t:Nhat different from 
most research/collegial social relationships. That is, in traditional discipline 
and problem-oriented research, a scholar selects a very small area of study 
and is lil~ely to be t11e only scholar within her university doing that work. 
Consequently she builcls relationships nationally and internationally witJ1 
those f evv 1Nomen and men who are doing 1Nort related to her ov,m_. and she 
has iev,.r academic or intellectual relationships ,Nit.11 otliers in her uni1.1ersity. 
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The ecology of an interdisciplinary women ·s research institute should 
reverse that pattern. The diversity would be based not on geography but on 
topic, and the unifying factors would be spatial proximity and an overall 
shared orientation to research v./1iich will be done on behalf of v,1omen. It is 
believed that a well-planned institute could create the same atmosphere for 
intellectual support in interdisciplinary work that the traditional pattern 
creates within narrowly defined intra disciplinary work. 

3_Research Objectives of the Institute 

We propose then that the tv-lo Universities establish a Feminist Research 
InstitJJ.te to enrich and facilitate the work oi scholars doing feminist studies 
on these campuses and to iacilitate collaboration bet,;,.\1een academic i;,.\,1omen 
and community-based women in the development of knovvledge. The 
institute v,1ould have the follovling detailed objectii:1es: 

a) To provide a base for interdisciplinary feminist research. 

b) To contribute to the building of an interdisciplinary 
knowledge base in women ·s studies, especially on topics 
particularly pertinent to women oi Alberta or Western 
Canada. 

b) To provide a home for visitors engaged in feminist 
research (for example, academics on sabbatical or stucly 
leaves, independent researchers on research grants, 
researchers involved in large-scale projects for 
community groups) 

c) To provide a locale for academics and women's groups in the 
community to be mutuall}1 supportive in relation to T,,\Tomen ·s 
research. 

d) To make available research results, especially to those 
in,;.rolved in university teaching and to community V•l◊men·s 
groups. 

e) To provide a structure for receiving funds for 1y•,1omen·s 
research. 

4 
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4.Resea:rch Agenda 
.- ~ --L -'--'---() 

Al-th~ the exact program by \\/hich these objectives might be achieved 
'Wil~: depending on the funding and the researchers Who become 
involved in the institute, we would like to describe here some possible 
directions v,1hich the research might follow. A specific research agenda (in 
tlle sense of topics for research) would not be set out in advance for the 
institu~; rather associates of tl1e institute v-1ould bring their individual and 
existing women's research interests into the institute. 

An initial project might begin 1:..vith any· researcher, so it could t,e in medicine, 
nursing, la1:r1, science, literature, psychology, or in applie<J concerns related t::.i 
rape crisis centres_. battered women's shelters .. V•lomen and pensions and so 
on, but a formal process v-1hich encouraged other researchers to become 
engaged in the topic would be institutionalized. What are examples of t11e 
kinds of research m,s,m~rs of the centre might engage in? 

fj 1. Michelle Harrison discusses PMS as a complex of symptoms related to 
/ r"' 1:Nomen·s menstrual cycle, but in her discussion she makes it quite clear that 
::t~·?' v.,e do not know the relationship of PMS to social structure, for cross-cultural 
'Q'". studies on menstrual cycles are extremely rare. That recognition which 
-.:__ pervades her V{ork, tile recognition that physiological phenomena may v-1e1l 

be deeply embedded in the gender structure of societies characterizes her 
research as feminist. It does not characterize it as interdisciplinary, for stie 
herself focuses only on the medical aspects of the syndrome. In an 
interdisciplinary women·s research institute in Tvllhich a researcher v.,ras 
interested in this topic, we could work to bring her insight togetller witll the 
research of sociologists and anthropologists into gender st.ructuring and its 
impact on physiological phenomena. Su.ch work does not necessarily require 
international research, for it can be done by research ~Nith v._1omen from 
religious endaves such as Hu.tterites, women from various classes, and 1..vith 
v,.romen from minority cultural groups, to suggest but a f €-V·l examples. 

2. In the literary and fine arts areas there is much research today on the 
language used in relation to v-.1omen .. v.,romen·s language in poetry and prose, 
ancl the images oi women in film and art. Tliere are obvious relationships 
bet.,;Neen this work and i:::oncerns of v,romen active in the community about 
pornography, violence against v-1omen, and tl1e sexual objectification of 
women. i-~n interdiscplinary women's r-s-seard1 institute could enable th-& 

. ~.....c->r 
\ ~__:\> -~ 0 ~~ 
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various researchers working in all of these areas to discuss their work ¼ith 
each other. 

3_ Among the women vmo have been active in Alberta history probably the 
"famous five .. are the best kno ... rn. But these five women represent but a 
tiny section of women v-1ho have tried to create social change through 
political action of various forms, from organized protest groups to lobbying 
governments and participating in political parties. One major direction for 
interdisciplinary research would be to analyze this activity, both as a 
historical and contemporary phenomenon, to determine tl1e causes and 
consequences of such activity and to propose alternative models for political 
action. At least some of t.his r,s,searct1 could t,e in the form of "action 
research .. as that term is used bv the Canadian Research Institute for the , 
Advancement of Women, as 1Nomen adively engaged in trying to create 
some political change could participate at the same time v'lith academics in a 
reflective research process. 

4. As vvomen·s groups and governments identify major issues of concern, and 
funds are made available for related research, some particular issues could 
form tt1e basis for long-term research in tt1e institute. In tlwse cases, it 
might be preferable to hire research staff specific-ally for such work. For 
example, there is currently a concern v.Jith child-care arrangements in 
Canada and proposals to fund large-scale rec-..harch in this area. Violence 
against women has received similar public attention, as have economic 
factors influencing womE?n's lives (employment discrimination, the structure 
of pension arrangements and so on). Altl1ough tllis research, by its nature, 
must be applied in its focus, it would l)e greatly enhanced by occurring in an 
environment in T.,.l/hic11 theoretical issues are raised. 

5. Women's groups in tlle comm~ity have a continuing need for v1hat might 
be called small-scale research,~ r information gathering. The f"tSearch centre 
v-,ould bring k,getl1er these gr,~ups and gFa'1uat; students who could do some 
of this wort as part of their papE?r-v\lfiting and thesis work, possibly for a 
small fee paid to the student or as part of a research assistantship funded by 
t.he cent.re. Some of this v-1ork migt1t. well t,e done t,y tl-n-d-er~.,e 
students in v-,omen ·s studies courses, enl1andng t11eir aca(jemic studies at t.he 
universities. 
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6. In the women ·s movement women are beginning to address issues of race, 
racism, and cultural differences. It is not the case that all women experience 
t11eir situation as women in the same vvay_. and for many women that means 
addressing problems of knov-.11.edge v-.Thich are specific to t11eir racial, ethnic, 
or cultural group. The research centre would make it possible for this 
diversity of v-,omen ·s experience to be addressed by academic research, and 
addressed in a way which would be useful to t.lle women involved. 

7. Finally, research methodologies themselves would be an integral 
component of the centre ·s research agenda. Dr. Ursula Franklin, a 
metallurgist from the Universit}T of Toronto_. argued v-lhile she v.Jas in 
Edmonton tl1at the most essential aspect of feminist research is tt1at it 
continually t1kes context into account. That is, it is unlike analytical 
research, or the standard model of science_. in v-lhic11 phenomena can be 
understood in terms of models which consist of ideal or logical relations. 
This set of ideas is not unique to feminist v✓ork but t.lley are central to sud1 
work_; the implication is that methodologies mu.st continually make it 
possible to address context. 

Dr. Franklin also remarked tllat, given U-1e we!l-develope,J nature of 
quantitative methodologies in the sciences, and their basis ~Nithin rigid 
disciplinary boundaries, alternative methodologies based in multi
disciplinary work will initially seem inadequate to many people. S11e 
suggested sc,me of our most important 1Nork may -r..qe!l be in clarifying and. 
developing those methodologies as -..1-1e do our work. When vole begin a project 
t11e methodology might not ali:.1-rays be dear, but it -..Nould t11en be essential to 
bring tllat methodology into focus before the v.,rort v.Jas completecj and to 
make it a major topic for ,jiscussion. This kind oi .... -\Tork may V•lell be some of 
the most important resean:h v>1hich is conducted at the centre., research 
• ... vhkh v-lill enable us to address the epistomological and methodological 
questions raise<:i b), Eichler (above) and by ,:)thers such as i~Jlison Jaegar and 
Sandra Harding. 

Other approaches ,;,.vhich are deemed important in feminist research include 
action-research and collaborative researcll. Each of these imply specific 
t·:.roes of relations betv,,1een tlle researcher and the research subject, and , . . 
research goals •Nhich go beyond the accumulation oi knowledge for its ovm 
sake. It v-muld be important tllat the instititute also :;ee tl1ese approaches as 
topics for researd1 and analvsis. as their imr'l1~1ications ~rmuld be spelled out ' . . 
through the- ;rears of v-.1ork. · 
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5_structure of the ~ 

5_ 1_ Administrative and Working Organization 

We 1:r.1ould reco~mett1 tllat tlle membership of tlle centre be made up of 
those academics1 ana community women who are engaged in or interested in 
feminist research and that tll<a- administrative structure consist of a co
ordinating committee and a paid staff. The co-ordinating committee would 
be composed of seven members, two appointed from tlle membersl1ip by the 
appropriate vice-presidents of each of tlle sponsoring universities and three 
selecte(j by centre members. Their terms would be for from tv-10 to four 
years, V•lith terms staggered to ensure there T0?as continuity on the 
committee, and tllev V•lOU.ld elect the chairoerson irom runon2· themselves. 

,, J. 4-1 

The selection process for this committee would ensure that there vvas 
reasonable r➔presentation from the various v-1onien ·s groups involved .. 
including a divernity of facultit?s in the universities, v,omen in the 
community, and students of the tv-lo universities. 

Tl1e co-ordinating committee would report annually to tl1e appropriate vice
president of each university, and would meet at least t,.-vice a year vvith the 
members of tlle cent.re to discuss tlle on-going research work and a,.., •• ., ,,. .... .3\ 

administration of tlle centre. Its terms of reference would include the 
SKa,zcca~ of applications for membership in the institut-s- and tl1e c~--.,---0-,---f'~\

~ of research projects. The committee would also arrange for 
dissemination of research results, and furtller otller objectives of the 
institute not clearly covered by tllese tllree tasks. Ot.her terms of reference 
would be to ensure tllat tlle institute as a physical plant V•las kept operating, 
that an adequate budget was developed and follovved, tllat additional funds 
(botll from V•litllin and outside tlle university) -..Nere sought to ensure the 
work of the institute, and generally to oversee tlle research institute as a 
functionine- administrative unit. ·-· 

~..,,.,.- ,,,,,,,,,.,,-· 
In addi,tion t:i the centre memt,ers ,,,\lho v,,g:uld be researchers or Wf•riien 

,· . / 

interefsted in researclfresults .. honou.rarf membership cou.ld J;ognize 
women like Dy--is Anderson (an 21-Hmni), Helen Hunley;..Jviary Lervlessier, 
Betty Hev~s .. Jan Reimer, Jei:. mfo Sauve, Jenn#y :Maro~tts and so on. In time .. 
At.h.:::.r ,-rtt;;,:roriA•~ c,f fr}A !""111·p 1n·:> •7 h.,:::. rl;::.TTA . Ar"l bTT tl'1A RA•~"'-c'l!'•'·h ,~ ;:an tr A ...,. .., ; ~ 'J..,i=1 ._.,:. 'J .., ·.., .';J, 1:i.;. - . ., ·· . .,. •: ·_,J" .i. .._.-.. ;-' ••• -.-.,.:S"v"C . . .,. ,_.._.. ..,,. . 

'\\--- .....,...,.-- ~ ~,,._, ~ __.,._.,_. e;-,,-~-""-- ·..--...1s.:-....Jv-,n : .. s: .... -=.. ·-r..-~ "°'~ 
Th~· centre ~"muld 11av,s. tv.Jo employees, a director and a clerk/steno. The 
first, under the direction of ttie R,s.search Coordinating Committee, would 
manage the dav to dav operations of the centre, develop annual budQ·ets, 

._, ' ' 1-J 
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and ensure that feminist researchers and community workers were 
knowledgeable about the centre. The second v,10uld ensure tl1at necessary 
accounting, paper vvork, and filing was done. Other employees would be 
added as researchers and research assistants ~h1len funds vvere available, 
either through contJ"acts, endo\.vment funds, or university base budgett.ing. 

5.2. Space and facilities 

The space needs for the centre ,flould be office space for i€'ffie researchers, 
and office space for tl1e director and clerk/steno. In addition, a seminar 
room would be needed for meetings of the centre_. and there should be 
fa(ilities for tl1e preparation c,f coffee and snacks (especially for evening 
research meetings which ~Nill be necessary for community women ti) attend). 
At --p-r-~seht, a medium sized office could be shared b;.7 the direct)r and 
clerk/steno_. and three to five research offices vvoulcl be su.ffic:ent to get the 
centre started. vVe should anticipate tllat. tt1ese neecls V•lill expan(l, but it is 
difficult to ~att what extent at the moment. Given tl1e need to .deve~ a 
partic:11ar•·~ ,., a centre in which in_¼.1:Ral communi~atiortts entianced, 
one ot the campus houses would be tl1e pr€-f e-rrnd location. / \ 

·:-, n"Y"'----::,.'I.... 

~ -:r YOffice equipment needs will include desks_. filing cabinets, and book-cases for 
each person who 11as an office in tl1e centre, and a seminar table with 
comfortable chairs. It ~rlill also be necessary to have telephones and a 
copying machine, and microcomputers witl1 a connection t) tiyperbus ior 
library search and use of the mainframes. The directx and clerk/steno 
v.,ould also work ,;f1ith microcomputers rather than typewriters, so that all 
information to be shared could be shared electronkaJly, and so that 
researchers (~ould request the clerk/swno to edit and prepare for final 
printing files which had been prepared on disk. Idt?ally, there should be one 
laser printer on a compute{ network vvitl1in the centre, and dot-matrix 
printers shared by every two computers. This kind of computer structure is 

0 nov-l essential, ~Ne t,elieve, ior developing a researd1 centre and for enabling 
'//--<'- ~-1~c~ centres!? com~unica_te ,,1?th ot~,s,rs acr~ss the 1~ountry (an? the ~Norld). 
I'_ f (_-+=Bndgette ... image machrnes? e.g. fllm or shde proiectors_. o~s or 

--4 · VCR's? I am assuming we would draw mo!::t such equipme-nt from t11e 
t.,. · university pool, but Vl{mld a researcher doing the ~Nork you do need l something specific to do her ·worl( which might be like "typing" for textual 

work?). 
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We would keep copies of all research done within the centre, pE?rhaps on 
disk and in hard-copy format, and make these copies available to interested 
people, but we would rely on the Uni--v:er:si-t-y libraq1 system~) and me 
TvVomen·s Resource Centre for maintaining books and documents. That is, 
vvhen reseachers have funds to buy books or documents which will not be 
personally ov,med, those bo,)ks and document v ... i.11 be purchased for the 
library systems or the resource room, or turn€-d over to tl1em after research 
is completed. 

6 .Finances 
I 

Financial arran2e-ments for the centre will include initial start-u.1) costs and 
u r s ~ (', c, · Cl,. r- .:. C; · t· ;-,-,-. C Ts f · ,;T•; TTC, .- CIC:. ,;1 · ·•· •.- ~.:. ,"i • :nn_u._c.1.1 J P--~atm;::, vOSt::-. TlLC:ta~ ~--:1~ :•J~t: ...,_!11~1 .. '•J-~ ···. •J l~tr;=,--1,. ~1~rd1:l~v _.! 

<Jap1ta.l equipment, and the._.,:,' co~L v\Jlll nl.,t cl_Jntmut:,' a.fkr the f 1r.::.t y,:;,ar. 
Operating costs will be small initially, but v1ill increase as the research centre 
becomes more active. A five year tiuclget is presented here to i1Korporate 
these ct1anging costs. 

Year one. 

Capital equipment 
five desks .. filing cabinets, and bookcases@1200 
seminar table@ 1500 
chairs, .30@$150 
copying mac.t1ine@$5000 
telephones in each off ice@$ I 00 ea 
computers, 4@4000 
Laser printi;'r 

Or.era ting Costs .r- ._. 
Direc or 1/2 time (incl benefits) _) 
Ce -Jtv ·.-. .. '-' ·me-(1t1Cl bE?tiefits) 

$ 6000.00 
$ 1500.00 
$ 4500.00 
$ 5000.00 
$ 500.00 
$16,000.00 

4,000.00 
Subtota1=$37,500.00 

Ivlainframe Computer and telecommunications costs 
-r.,1aterials (paper etc) =->' t-~\.-..,.--- o¾"'(V\....~ 

(> -.,.,,....-..... ...,....'-:2., ~ • ~ . -

~\- ~ '\.._:_ tJ'\.--\-,.~-l '(-r--t,,.....---~ 

--\-.I y\,--- ? 1'"? 
\Nt.,~1/ 

<Y'--v 

~)---A-r--
,c---

~--------\ 

·Y' ~ 
~ 
~y 
~~~-

'CT~tl( 



Year Two 

Capital Costs 
Computers, 2@4000 
Networking costs(internal) 

$0,000.00 
$2,000.00 

Subtota1=$10,000.00 

Operating Costs , · ___,-<. 
Directx_. full time (incl be~) $42,000.00 
Clerk/typist full time (incl benefits) $2{000.00 ~ ,~_,...,-
P~aFh~ r :ic'1:m~e;e:1:+001:+1-----------+.-$_~-<c-1· (+.1,wQ1-1-01-1-Q_-1-l-lQQ-... ~ Y'\--'' ' 

e r"}... .---=> Re.search assistants (grad students) 3 (§; 10,000 $30,000.00 
1..,)~A~ Mainf~ame Computer and telecommunications J.000.00 

~.../1-yJC- f•1-Iatenals 6 O 00. 00 
,('vy'• 
,.. Subtota1=$133,000.00 

Year Three 

Capital Costs 
Computers_. 2@4000 

Operating Costs 
Director, full time (ind benefits) 
Clerk/typist full time (incl benefits) 
Research a~lslant 2@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 6@10,000 
Ivlainf rame Coinputer and telecommunications 
t-Aaterials 

Year Four 

Operating Costs 
Director .. full time (incl t,enefits) 
Clerk/tvp,ist full time (incl tJetiefits) 

, ' ----
Research ~ t 2@30.000 
Research assist3.nts (~-rad students) 1(ho>10,1)00 ·v -

Mainframe Computer a.nd t;;-lecommunications 
1vlaterials 

1 1 

$6,000.00 

$44,000.00 
$24,000.00 
$60,000.00 
$60,000.00 

4,000.00 
$f>,OOO.OO 

subtota1=$20f,,,300.00 

$46,000.00 
:t-26 000 00 , _/ ·< 
¥ ·' . yv_ . .r' 

$60,000.00 ~ ~ 
$1 ()(1(1()( ((t r----- ,.,..,, ·-· ., ,._. ~ .) _.)., ' 

6,000.00 
:tq,000.00 



Year Five 

Operating Costs 
Director_. iull time (ind benefits) 
Clerh:/typist full time (incl benefits) 
Research assistant 2 (£> 30,000 
Research assist:mt.s (grad students) 1O@10,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
t-,1a terials 

7 _ Concluding Comments_ 

subtota1=$2 47,000.00 

$48,000.00 
$26,000.00 
$60,000.00 
$100_.000.00 

7,000.00 
$10 000.00 

subtota1=$2 5,3,000.00 

(T11is needs to be developE?d; essentially simply makes the argument again I 
think). 

\ 
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1.Bact.gcound 

This document will present a proposal for the establishment of a Women ·s 
Research Centre sponsored jointly by Athabasca University and the 
University of Alberta. This research centre will function as a focal point for 
feminist research in both universities and in the larger community. 

Feminist research is defined as research for women, rather than research on 
women or by women. This implies a clear recognition of a value orientation, 
an orientation to improving the situation of women in our society and in the 
world community. However, it does not necessarily im~ly_applied research. 
Much of feminist research challenges existing models of knowledge in the 
University and proposes alternatives to those models; such research is 
clearly research "for women .. ~Jen _!"Ao ugh it occurs in philosophy or 
literature or anthropology or other fields of primary knowtedge. 

In that feminist research is "for" women rather than "on" women, its domain 
extends to many areas of study. It may include analyses of political 
institutions, economic structures, ecological relations, or dozens of other 
phenomena which impact upon women. If differs from other research in 
these same areas by the constant question, how does this phenomenon or 
current knowtedge about it affect women? or how is this phenomenon 
experienced by women? 

Margarit Eichler·s provides a succinct description of such research: 

"AT THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL, FEMINIST SCHOLARSHIP IS 
COMMITTED TO UNDERSTANDING AND IMPROVING THE SITUATION or 
VOMEN. IT STARTS £ROM mE PREMISE THAT ALL SCHOLARSHIP IS 
NECESSARILY VALUE-ORIENTED AND THAT MORE OFTEN THAN NOT A LACK 

- ) or FEMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS :RESULTS IH SEIi~ THEOR.IES AHD 
DESCRIPTIONS. IDENTIFYING AND CRITICIZING SEXIST ELEMENTS IN THE 
EIISTIHG LITERATURE IS THEREFORE AH IMPORTANT PART or FEMINIST 
VORK. ONCE A CRITIQUE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED, AND BASIC DATA HAVE 
BEEN COLLECTED, HEV CONCEPTS AND MODELS ARE CREATED, EimER TO 
EXPRESS FEMALE EXPERIENCES, OR TO ENCOMPASS THE EXPERIENCES OF 
BOTH SEXES. THE LATTER CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED AFTER THE FORMER HAS 
BEEN PARTIALLY DONE. IN EITHER CASE, FEMINIST VORK EVENTUALLY 
GROPES TOVARDS A NEV EPISTEMOLOGY VHICH ALLOVS FOR THE 
ADEQUATE UNDERSTANDING or FEMALE AHD MALE LIFE" ( 1985:624). 

By implication, feminist research and analysis not only critiques knowledge 
within disciplines but often transcends the boundaries of disciplines. 
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Feminist scholarship is well represented at the University of Alberta and 
Athabasca University, through the teaching, publishing and research of 
individual academics in various departments and Faculties. Nonetheless 
there is a need for !_~~r.tsystem Which could be provided through a 
formalized institute or research centre. Such a centre would encourage cross
fertilization and collaboration and would provide a mechanism for obtaining 
research grants. It would also establish a visibility for feminist scholarship 
which would attract students and international visiting scholars. 

To begin to address these needs, a number of steps have already been taken 
by the vice-president's coordinating committee on women ·s studies. For 
example, throughout the 198 7-88 academic year potential funding sources 
have been explored and a number of seminars have been sponsored. In 

-=, these}eminist researchers in the universities and the community have 
gathered to present and analyze on-going research. It is time for this 
foundation to be developed into a formal research structure. We propose 
then that the two Universities establish a Women ·s Research Centre to enrich 
and facilitate the work of scholars doing feminist studies on these campuses 
and to facilitate collaboration between academic women and community
based women in the development of knowledge. 

2 .Research Objectives of the Centre 

The centre would have the f ollo\6/ing objectives: 

a) to provide a centre for critical disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary feminist research open to university and 
community researchers. 

b) to contribute to the building of a knowledge base in 
women ·s studies, especially on topics pertinent to women of 
Alberta, Western canada and the North. 

c) to continually develop and reassess feminist research 
methodologies, particularly interdisciplinary methodologies. 

d) to make research results accessible, especially to those 
involved in university teaching, to community women ·s 
groups and to government agencies and departments 'W'ith social 
policy mandates. 



In addition the research centre would: 

a) provide an infrastructure to facilitate the research of 
academics, students, and women ·s groups and provide a 
mutually supportive environment for feminist research. 

b) provide a structure for developing funding proposals, 
bringing together researchers and potential research funds, 
and receiving and administering funds for women's research. 

c) provide a home for visitors engaged in feminist research 
(for example, academics on sabbatical or study leaves, 
independent researchers on research grants, researchers 
involved in large-scale projects for community groups) 

3.Rationale for a Women ·s Research Centre 

It is apparent that women's research centres within universities contribute 
both to the ability of those universities to acquire funds for related research 
and to the development of a critical mass of feminist researchers in academic 
communities. The best known and most obvious example in Canada today is 
the work currently done at OISE by scholars such as Margrit Eichler, Dorothy 
Smith, Mary O'Brien and Jeri Wine. Although these academics have quite 
different theoretical orientations, they complement and challenge each 
others work precisely because of their focus within feminism and because 
they work from the same institutional setting. This setting is a graduate 
school only, and resembles more closely a research structure than a standard 
university programme. OISE scholars currently hold well over one million 
dollars in SSHRC research grants for feminist research. We believe that a 
research centre at the these two Alberta Universities could not only do as 
well, but could draw on a much wider potential for interdisciplinary research 
than OISE is able to do. 

Other research centres and institutes in Canada further suggest the 
importance of such institutions for facilitating women's research. Mount 
Saint Vincent's Institute for the Study of Women has developed projects in 
women and development and received significant funds from CIDA, 
Universite Laval has formed the GREMF (Groupe de recherche 
multidisciplinaire f eministe) and L ·universite du Quebec a Montreal has 
created G IERF (Groupe interdisciplinaire pour 1 ·enseignement et la recherche 
feministes) to both support and identify funds for research. In the case of 
G IERF a major contractural arrangement has been made with Relais Femmes, 
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an independent association of women ·s groups in Montreal, to ensure 
collaborative research can be done between academic women and women 
working in the community. 

There are no equivalent structures in Western Canada (there is a national 
Women's Research Centre in Vancouver, but it does not have a base in any 
University). There are rumours about beginnings of other centres, but these 
two Universities could take the lead in developing a centre which would 
both benefit by the kind of work being done in eastern canada and identify 
new directions for women's research. In particular, a joint centre of the 
nature proposed here would have a number of benefits for both institutions 
and for women in the surrounding communities. 

A joint research centre would build upon the experience the two universities 
had in working together to develop the proposal for the Western Canadian 
Chair in Women's Studies. Each university would bring to the centre 
different and special strengths. The University of Alberta has relatively large 
numbers of active feminist scholars, dispersed throughout many faculties. It 
has a reputation as a world class university, and would bring to this 
partnership academics working within that tradition and reputation. 
Athabasca University is a distance education institution, with particular 
expertise in delivery of education through distance modes, and with a small 
group of academic researchers who address women's topics. It also has 
academic relations with the whole Albert.a community as a result of its 
mandate, and a strong committment to northern communities. 

4..Research Agenda 

Although the exact program by Which research centre obiectives might be 
acn1eve<1 Will vary_. depending on the funding and the researchers Who 
become involved in the institute, we would like to describe here some 
possible directions \Alhich the research might follow. A specific research 
agenda (in the sense of topics for research) would not be set out in advance 
for the institute; rather associates of the institute would bring their 
individual and existing women ·s research interests into the institute. An 
appendix is attached listing the research currently being done by members 
of the committee and a few other academic members of the two universities; 
this provides the clearest example of the kind of work which would be 
carried out but at a higher level as a result of interaction within the centre. 
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The fall and v'linter presentations of research '\1/ithin the embryonic centre 
have included such diverse topics as women's depression, becoming a 
mother, research which is preparation for documentary films, research on 
education and employment of Indian and Metis women, women ·s 
biographies (both being Mitten as academic work per se and being written 
as part of developing and understanding the history of family members), 
and explorations of women's consciousness. 

But what are other possible projects which we could see in the future? A 
project might begin v'lith any researcher, so it could be in medicine, nursing, 
law, science, literature, psychology, or in applied concerns related to rape 
crisis centres, battered women ·s shelters, women and pensions and so on, but 
the f ollo"'1ing are possibilities: 

1. Among the women who have been active in Alberta history probably the 
"famous five" are the best known. But these five women represent but a 
tiny fraction of women who have tried to create social change through 
political action of various forms, from organized protest groups to lobbying 
governments and participating in political parties. One major direction for 
interdisciplinary research would be to analyze this activity, both as a 
historical and contemporary phenomenon, to determine the causes and 
consequences of such activity and to propose alternative models for political 
action. At least some of this research could be in the form of "action 
research" as that term is used by the Canadian Research Institute for the 
Advancement of Women, as women actively engaged in trying to create 
some political change could participate at the same time '\1/ith academics in a 
reflective research process. 

2. As women ·s groups and governments identify major issues of concern, and 
funds are made available for related research, some particular issues could 
form the basis for long-term research in the institute. In these cases, it 
might be preferable to hire research staff specifically for such work. For 
example, there is currently a concern "'1ith child-care arrangements in 
canada and proposals to fund large-scale research in this area. Violence 
against women has received similar public attention, as have economic 
factors influencing women ·s lives (employment discrimination, the structure 
of pension arrangements and so on). Although this research, by its nature, 
must be applied in its focus, it would be greatly enhanced if it occurred in an 
environment in which theoretical issues were raised. 
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3. In the literary and fine arts areas there is much research today on the 
language used in relation to women, women's language in poetry and prose. 

_ and the images of women in film and art. There are obvious relationships 
between this work and concerns of women active in the community about 
pornography, violence against women, and the sexual objectification of 
women. An interdiscplinary women's research institute would enable the 
various researchers working in all of these areas to both do their within 
discipline work and to discuss their work with each other and with women 
attempting to impact on the situation in the community. 

4. Michelle Harrison discusses PMS as a complex of symptoms related to 
women ·s menstrual cycle, but in her discussion she makes it quite clear that 
we do not know the relationship of PMS to social structure, for cross-cultural 
studies on menstrual cycles are extremely rare. That recognition which 
pervades her work, the recognition that physiological phenomena may well 
be deeply embedded in the gender structure of societies characterizes her 
research as feminist. It does not characterize it as interdisciplinary, for she 
herself focuses only on the medical aspects of the syndrome. In an 
interdisciplinary women ·s research institute in which a researcher was 
interested in this topic, we could work to bring her insight with the research 
of sociologists and anthropologists into gender structuring and its impact on 
physiological phenomena. Such work does not necessarily require 
international research, for it can be done by research with women from 
religious enclaves such as Hutterites, women from various classes, and with 
women from minority cultural groups, to suggest but a few examples. 

5- Women ·s groups in the community have a continuing need for what might 
be called small-scale research, or information gathering. The research centre 
would bring together these groups and graduate students who could do some 
of this work as part of their paper-writing and thesis work, possibly for a 
small fee paid to the student or as part of a research assistantship funded by 
the centre. Some of this work might well be done by undergraduate 
students in women·s studies courses, enhancing their academic studies at the 
universities. 

6. In the women ·s movement women are beginning to address issues of race, 
racism, and cultural differences. It is not the case that all women experience 
their situation as women in the same way, and for many women that means 
addressing problems of knowledge which are specific to their racial, ethnic, 
or cultural group. The research centre would make it possible for this 
diversity of women·s experience to be addressed by academic research, and 
addressed in a way which would be usefUl to the women involved. 
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7. Finally, re~arch methodologies them~lves would be an integral 
component of the centre's research agenda. Dr. Ursula Franklin, a 
metallurgist from the University of Toronto, argued while she was in 
Edmonton in 1987 that the most e~ntial aspect of feminist re~arch is that 
it continually takes context into account. That is, it is unlike analytical 
research, or the standard model of science, in which phenomena can be 
understood in terms of models which consist of ideal or logical relations. 
This set of ideas is not unique to feminist work but it is central to such work; 
the implication is that methodologies must continually make it possible to 
address context. 

Dr. Franklin also remarked that, given the well-developed nature of 
quantitative methodologies in the sciences, and their basis within rigid 
disciplinary boundaries, alternative methodologies based in multi
disciplinary work will initially seem inadequate to many people. She 
suggested some of our most important work may well be in clarifying and 
developing those methodologies as we do our work. When we begin a project 
the methodology might not always be clear, but it would then be ~ntial to 
bring that methodology into focus before the work was completed and to 
make it a major topic for discussion. This kind of work may well be some of 
the most important research which is conducted at the centre, research 
which will enable us to address the epistomological and methodological 
questions raised by Eichler (above) and by others such as Allison Jaegar and 
Sandra Harding. 

5.Structure of the Centce 

5.1. Administcative and Working Organization 

We would recommend that the membership of the centre be made up of 
those academics, students and community women who are engaged in or 
interested in feminist research and that the administrative structure consist 
of a co-ordinating committee and a paid staff. The co-ordinating committee 
would be composed of seven members, two appointed from the membership 
by the appropriate vice-presidents of each of the sponsoring universities and 
three ~lected by centre members. Their terms would be for from two to 
four years, v-nth terms staggered to ensure there was continUity on the 
committee, and they would elect the chairperson from among themselves. 
The selection process for this committee would ensure that there was 
reasonable representation from the various women's groups involved, 
including a diversity of faculties in the universities, women in the 
community, and students of the two universities. 



The co-ordinating committee would report annually to the appropriate vice
president of each university, and would meet at least twice a year with the 
members of the centre to discuss the on-going research work and 
administration of the centre. Its terms of reference would include the 
acceptance of applications for membership in the institute and the 
development of research projects. The committee would also arrange for 
dissemination of research results, and further other objectives of the 
institute not clearly covered by these three tasks. Other terms of reference 
would be to ensure that the institute as a physical plant -was kept operating, 
that an adequate budget -was developed and followed, that additional funds 
(both from within and outside the university) were sought to ensure the 
work of the institute, and generally to oversee the research institute as a 
functioning administrative unit. 

The volume of work Which we anticipate at the centre would necessitate the 
hiring of at least two employees, a director and a secretary. The first 
should be an academic position; under the direction of the Research 
Coordinating Committee she would have responsibility for fund-raising, 
mediating between the universities and the community, establishing a high
profile reseach centre which would be inviting to international scholars, and 
be an information resource t.o researchers and t.o individuals and groups who 
-want specific research done. She would also manage the day to day 
operations of the centre, develop annual budgets, and ensure that feminist 
researchers and community workers were knoW'ledgeable about the centre. 
She would, of course, be expected to maintain her O\Aln research agenda 
within the framework of the centre ·s general orientation. 

The second would ensure that necessary accounting, paper work, and filing 
was done. She would also take responsibility for maintaining the centre in 
the absence of the direct.or, and would carry out other duties Which would 
assist researchers in their work. Other employees would be added as 
researchers and research assistants When funds were available, either 
through contracts, endowment funds, or university base budgetting. 

5.2. Space and facilities 

The space needs for the centre would be office space for researchers, and 
office space for the director and clerk/steno. In addition, a seminar room 
would be needed for meetings of the centre, and there should be facilities for 
the preparation of coffee and snacks (especially for evening research 
meetings which will be necessary for community women to attend). There 
should be an office for the director and one for the clerk/steno, and three to 
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five research offices to get the centre started. We anticipate that these needs 
\Alill expand. but it is difficult to say t:o What extent at the moment. Given the 
need to develop a particular milieau, a centre in which communication and 
cooperation are enhanced, one of the campus houses would be the pref erred 
location. 

As a first stage office equipment needs will include desks, filing cabinets, 
and book-cases for each person who has an office in the centre, and a 
seminar table with comfortable chairs. It will also be necessary to have 
telephones and a copying machine, and microcomputers with a connection to 
hyperbus for library search and use of the mainframes. The director and 
clerk/steno would also work with microcomputers rather than typewriters, 
so that all information to be shared could be shared electronically, and so 
that researchers could request the clerk/steno to edit and prepare for final 
printing files Which had been prepared on disk. Ideally, there should be one 
laser printer on a computer network \.\lithin the centre, and dot-matrix 
printers shared by every two computers. This kind of computer structure is 
now essential, we believe, for developing a research centre and for enabling 
such centres to communicate with others across the country (and the world). 
As research based in visual images rather than print media develops, there 
should be a slide projector, screen, television, vidoocamera and videocassette 
recorder. 

We would keep copies of all research done within the centre, perhaps on 
disk and in hard-copy format, and make these copies available to interested 
people. but we would rely on the library systems of the two UniverSities and 
the Women's Resource Centre for maintaining books and documents. That is, 
when reseachers have funds to buy books or documents which will not be 
personally owned, those books and document will be purchased for the 
library systems or the resource room, or turned over to them after research 
is completed. 

6.Finances 

Financial arrangements for the centre will include initial start-up costs and 
annual operating costs. The start-up costs will involve largely purchase of 
capital eqUipment; these costs will not continue after the first year. We are 
writing these capital costs into this budget. but we anticipate that in fact 
many of the needs can be met from existing university furniture pools. 
Operating costs \.\lilt be small initially, but will increase as the research centre 
becomes more active. We anticipate that funds would be needed for hiring 
research assistants by year two, and that summer employment projects 
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would be sought to fund graduate student research assist.ants. Within three 
years we anticipate that endov'tlment or other external funds would reduce 
the need for university base budget to the centre. A five year budget is 
presented here to incorporate these changing costs. Of course, both 
universities would contribut.e to these costs, but the proportion from each 
has not yet been determined. 

Year one. 

Capital eqUipment 
five desks, filing cabinets, and bookcases@1200 
seminar table@ 1500 

$ 6000.00 
$ 1500.00 
$ 4500.00 
$ 5000.00 
$ 500.00 
$16,000.00 

chairs, 30@$150 
copying machine@$5000 
1:elephones in each office@$ 100 ea 
computers, 4@4000 
Laser print.er 

Operating Costs 
Director full time (incl benefits) 
Executive/Secretary (incl benefits) 

4,000.00 
SUbtota1=$3 7,500.00 

Mainframe Computer and telecommunications costs 
Telephone and mailing 

$45,000.00 
$24,000.00 

$1,200.00 
$1,200.00 
$2,400.00 Materials (paper, photocopying etc) 

Heat and Lighting. Maintenance (not costed) 

Year Two 

Capital Costs 
Computers, 2@4000 
Networking costs(phonenet or equivalent) 

Operating Costs 
Director, full time (incl benefits) 
Executive/Secretary full time (incl benefits) 
Research assistant 1@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 3@11,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
Telephone and Mailing 
Mat.erials 

1 1 

Subtota1=$7 3,800.00 

$8,000.00 
$2,000.00 

Subtotal=$ 10,000.00 

$47,000.00 
$26,000.00 
$30,000.00 
$33,000.00 

3,000.00 
$ 1,500.00 

4,000.00 
Subtota1=$144,500.00 



Year Three 

capital costs 
Computers, 2@4000 

Operating Costs 
Director, full time (incl benefits) 
Executive/secretary full time(incl benefits) 
Research assistant 2@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 6@ 10,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
Telephone and Mailing 
Materials 

Year Four 

Operating Costs 
Director, full time (incl benefits) 
Executive/Secretary full time (incl benefits) 
Research assistant 2@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 1O@10,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
Telephone and Mailing 
Materials 

Year Five 

Operating Costs 
Director, full time (incl benefits) 
Executive /Secretary full time (incl benefits) 
Research assistant 2@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 1O@10,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
Telephone and Mailing 
Materials 
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$8,000.00 

$49,000.00 
$28,000.00 
$60,000.00 
$60,000.00 

4,800.00 
2,000.00 

$8,000.00 
subtota1=$2 11,800.00 

$51,000.00 
$ 30,000.00 
$ 60,000.00 
100,000.00 
$6,000.00 
$2,500.00 
$9,000.00 

subtota1=$2 56,500.00 

$53,000.00 
$32,000.00 
$60,000.00 
$100,000.00 

7,000.00 
$3,500.00 

$10,000.00 
subtota1=$265,500.00 



7. Concluding Comments. 

Women's r~earch is an exploding area of scholarly work, as any perusal of 
bookstore shelves and periodicals would suggest. The University of Alberta 
and Athabasca University have an excellent opportunity to develop a 
women ·s research centre 'Which is unique in Canada, and -which would make 
a major contribution to this relatively new area of knowledge. This could be 
a research centre which is both "world-class" in the b~t sense of that term 
and also firmly root:ed in the social and histiorical milieau, and indeed the 
women, of this province. It would serve the needs of scholars to meet and 
share their work, the needs of gradute students t.o become familiar with and 
participate in major research projects, and the needs of community groups 
for issue-focused and applied research. 
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Appendix: Selected List of On-Going Women·s Research Topics and 
Researchers 

Assheton-Smith, Marilyn. (University of Alberta) Native Women, Education 
and Employment 

Austin, Lisa. (Graduate Student) Images of Women in Eighteenth Century 
Literature. 

Bergum, Vangie. (University of Alberta) On Becoming a Mother 

Bray, Cathy and Marilyn Assheton-Smith. (University of Alberta) 
Computerizing information flow in Women's Organizations {Action Research). 

Bray, Cathy. {University of Alberta) Feminist Approaches to Learning the 
Physical. 

cavanaugh, Cathy. (Athabasca University, Community) Irene Parlby's Story 

Chown, Diana. {Community) The Life of Alice Chown. 

Coulter, Rebecca. (Athabasca University) Women·s Bibliography; Work on 
Adolescent Women and Employment. 

Elliott, Bridgette. (University of Alberta) Womens Imagery in Art; 
Father /Daughter and Mother /Daughter Imagery in Art. 

Manneschmidt, Sybil. (Graduate Student) Menstrual Experience and Social 
Status of Women. 

Mott, Robyn. {Graduate Student) Premenstrual Changes as Experienced by 
Women · 

Spronk, Barbara. (Athabasca University) Native Women and Education. 

Williamson, Jan. (Anything you want here Jan?) 

Penrod, Lynn. (Anything you want here Lynn?) 

Liburd, Rosemary (Anything you want here Rosemary?) 
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Vander Post Janina (Anytning you want here Janina?) 

Walters, Lisa (Anything you 'W'ant here Lisa?) 

Lambert, Anne. (Anything you want here Anne?) 
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summary 

In this document we are proposing that the University of Alberta and 
Athabasca University agree to the establishment of a jointly sponsored 
research institute called simply The Women's Research Centre. The purpose 
of the institute will be to contribute to the enhancement of feminist 
knowledge, defined as knowledge which is based on the experience of 
women and which is developed primarily to improve the status of women in 
our society. 

We have identified three foci for this institute. Because it will be a feminist 
research institute one of its primary foci will be the development of 
knowledge and methodologies which are appropriate for interdisciplinary 

~ and applied research. Because it will be a structure partially operating 
within departmentalized universities, a secondary focus will be the 

) development of research models which make it possible for academics well 
L trained within the many disciplines of the academy, from science through 

arts to the professions, to communicate with each other and to identify ways 
in which their research can become complementary and interdisciplinary. 
Finally, as a structure which intentionally crosses university /community 
boundaries its third focus will be on research models which can bring 
together theoretical and applied knowledge, knowledge which makes it 
possible for women working within and outside the university to 
communicate \.\lith each other as they address related issues and problems. 

Structurally, we are recommending a co-ordinating body for the institute 
which will report annually to the appropriate vice-presidents of each 
university. This coordinating body will consist of seven researchers who are 
active in the institute, with each vice-president designating two members 
and the researchers themselves selecting the other three. It 'Will be their 
task, in consultation \.\lith the researchers and others as appropriate, to set 
the policies of the institute. Day to day administration of the centre will be 
the responsibility of employed staff. 

The institute will operate out of space on the University of Alberta campus, 
and will develop the necessary computer, communications, and other office 
support systems for researchers. It will not develop its o,;,-.m library or 
resource system, but 'Will contribute to and utilize the Women ·s Resource 
Centre in the Faculty of Extension Women ·s Programme and the general 

-; library resources of the University of Alberta. It \.\lill initially be staffed by a 
co-ordinator and secretarial/clerical assistance, but as contract and other 
research monies are identified research assistants and associates will be 
hired by the institute. The main "staff" within the institute will, of course, be 



the researchers themselves drawn both from the university communities 
and the wider women ·s community in Edmonton and Northern Alberta. 

We are recommending that core funding for the research centre come from 
the universities. That is, there should be sufficient funds to establish the 
institute and provide for initial staffing, Vlith a committment to increased 
funding as financial circumstances make that possible. Endowment funds 
\.\Till then be raised for further development of the research programme. 

1 If the University of Alberta is indeed to be a centre of excellence and a .
1 

major player in the world of universities, it must participate actively in the 
developments of knowledge which are now occurring in women ·s studies. At 
the same time, it can maintain its roots in Alberta and continue to serve its 
provincial community by joining hands Vlith Athabasca University in a 
venture such as this. Both universities Vlill benefit by the establishment of a 
research centre such as the one proposed. (Re"Write this paragraph)* 



Tuesday afternoon 

Enclosed is the final copy of the proposal. I would appreciate it if you would 
skim it and be sure it fairly represents our position. Also if anyone would 
like to go over it for editing that would be very helpful, as I did get 
somewhat tired and the writing could flow somewhat better I think. 
However, I believe I have ~n more direct and avoided references which 
may be taken to be self-effacing. 

Please peruse the appendix of research topics. In some cases Where I have 
known your research I have put in something; you may like it changed or 
you may not v.,ant that topic in at all. In other cases where I have not known 
your research I have asked if you have something you would like added 
there. I will call you tomorrow about this page, because there is a question 
as to whether we should include only this list (which is the commit.too, some 
women who have presented at the research meetings, and an extra graduate 
student; the attempt is to indicate academic, student, and community 
research as well as something of action research), or we should extend it. In 
particular, I would not want anyone to feel that we had ·excluded. them 
from the list, and I would not object at all to making some calls if you think 
it adviseable. 

Also, the summary '+lill be much like the previous one except I '+lill ensure 
that it follow more closely this document, and there will be a facing page as 
there has been in the past. It will be dated this week, probably Feb 26 after 
I have talked to most of you I hope. The text is now being up-loaded to MTS 
and Leslie '+lilt incorporate the necessary formatting commands so we can 
get it off the printer in a much higher quality print. Changes to the text and 
to the appendix will be made in that MTS file. 

That is all that I can think of; Rebecca and I spent a Saturday morning on 
this ten days ago and then it took quite a bit of rewriting to incorporate the 
points that were discussed at our meeting. But I think it is now a 
reasonable document to go forward . 

Marilyn Assheton-Smith. 
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I .Background 

This document will present a proposal for the establishment of a Women's 
Research Centre sponsored jointly by Athabasca University and the 
University of Alberta. This research centre will function as a focal point for 
feminist research in both uni~,erlsities and in the larger community. 

Feminist research is defined as research for women, rather than research on 
women or by women. This implies a clear recognition of a value orientation, 
an orientation to improving the situation of women in our society and in tl1e 
world community. However, it does not imply only applied research. Much of 
feminist research ~lhich challenges existing models of kno~Ntedge in the 
university and proposes alternatives to those models is clearly research "for 
women .. even though it occurs in philosophy or literature or theology or 
other fields of primary knowtedge. 

t:" .. ._Jn._;> . t·~ t·~;_. h "f " th th " " f ~\ t ~ .rrn"='1, m ,ua ~ researc or women ra er an on women, C1Hm1s 
research may include analyses of political institutions, economic structures, 
ecological relations, or dozens of other phenomena which impact upon 
women. If differs from other research in these same areas by the constant 
question, how does this phenomenon or current knowledge about it affect 
women? Or how is this phenomenon experienced by women? 

Margarit Eichler·s provides a succinct~~; of f-e~ntttist research: 

"AT THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL, FEMINIST SCHOLARSHIP IS 
COMMITTED TO UNDERSTANDING .AND IMPROVING THE SITUATION OF 
WOMEN. IT ST.ARTS FROM THE PREMISE THAT ALL SCHOLARSHIP IS 
NECESSARILY VALUE-ORIENTED AND THAT MORE OFTEN THAN NOT A LACI 
OF FEMINIST CONSCIOUSNESS RESULTS IN SEXISTS THEORIES AND 
DESCRIPTIONS. IDENTIFYING AND CRITICIZING SEXIST ELEMENTS IN THE 
EXISTING LITERATURE IS THEREFORE AN IMPORTANT PART or rEMINIST 
WORK. ONCE A CRITIQUE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED, AND BASIC DATA HAVE 
BEEN COLLECTED, NEW CONCEPTS AND MODELS ARE CREATED, EITHER TO 
EXPRESS FEMALE EXPERIENCES, OR TO ENCOMPASS THE EXPERIENCES OF 
BOTH SEXES. THE LATTER CAN ONLY BE .ACHIEVED AFTER THE FORMER HAS 
BEEN PARTIALLY DONE. IN EITHER CASE, FEMINIST VORK EVENTUALLY 
GROPES TOVARDS A NEV EPISTEMOLOGY WHICH ALLOWS FOR THE 
ADEQUATE UNDERSTANDING OF FEMALE AND MALE LIFE" ( 1985:624). 
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That is_. feminist research and analysis not only critiques knowledge vv'ithin 
disciplines but transcends the boundaries of disciplines. 

Feminist scholarship is well represented at the two universities, through the 
teaching, publishing and research of individual academics in various 
departments and Faculties. Nonetheless there is an expressed need for a 
support system Which could be provided through a formalized institute or 
research centre. Such a centre would encourage cross-fertilization and 
collaboration and would provide a mechanism for obtaining research grants. 
It would also establish a visibility for feminist scholarship Which would 
attract students and international visiting scholars. To begin to address the~ i;..~ 

needs, a number of steps have already been taken. For example, throughout 
the 198 7-88 academic year potential funding sources have been explored 
and a number of seminars have been sponsored by the vice-president's 
coordinating committee on women's studies. In these feminist researchers in 
the universities and the community have gathered to present and analyze 
on-going research. It is time for this foundation to be developed into a 
formal research structure. We propose then that the two Universities 
establish a Women·s Research Centre to enrich and facilitate the work of 
scholars doing feminist studies on these campuses and to facilitate 
collaboration between academic women and community-based women in the 
development of kno"Wledge. 

2 .Research Objectives of the Centre 

The centre would have the f ollo'Wing objectives: 

a) to provide a centre for critical disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary feminist research open to university and 
community researchers. 

b) to contribute to the building of a knowledge base in 
women ·s studies, especially on topics particularly pertinent to 
women of Alberta, Western Canada and the North. 

c) to continually develop and reassess feminist research 
methodologies, especially interdisciplinary methodologies. 

d) to make research results accessible, especially to those 
involved in university teaching, to community women's 
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groups and to government agencies and departments with social 
policy mandates. 

In addition the research centre would: 

a) provide an infrastructure to facilitate the research of 
academics, students, and women's groups and provide a 
mutually supportive environment for feminist research. 

. 
b) provide a structure for developing funding proposals, bring •~'\ 
together researchers and potential research funds,;-receiving 
and administering funds for women's research. 

c) provide a home for visitors engaged in feminist 
research (for example, academics on sabbatical or study 
leaves, independent researchers on research grants, 
researchers involved in large-scale projects for 
community groups) 

3.Rationale tor a Women ·s Research Centre 

Feminist research and research in the general area of women ·s studies has 
developed rapidly in the last fifteen years, but academics at these two 
Alberta universities have not yet made the contribution of "\hlhich tt1ey are 
capable. There are a number of scholars here with an interest in the area of 
study, indicated by their willingness to teach graduate and undergraduate 
courses even when such courses constitute extra loads, by supervision of J 
graduate theses in which the work is primarily feminist, and by a few 
publications, but on the whole our contribution to the literature is not 
significant. 

In this same time period, feminist research and knoWledge has expanded at 
an exponential rate. Margrit Eichler·s ( 19~5) analysis of feminism and 
sociology points to an impact of feminist researchers on the analysis of 
housework, the analysis of paid and unpaid labour, and on the analysis of 
the labour market itself. She also notes a reconceptualization of the 
phenomenon of rape, a reorientation in our understanding of incest and wife 
battering, a shifting in our understanding of the variables of sex and gender 
and an associated reconceptualization of the reproductive functions of men 
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and women. From this beginning she proceeds to list a number of other areas 
of sociological knowledge Which have been influenced by feminist research. 

Eichler·s analysis is particularly interesting, because she herself has made a 
major contribution to these changes in sociology (along -with Dorothy Smith 
and Mary O'Brien). We would argue that one reason this has been possible is 
that these three scholars work out of the same institutional structure (the 
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), that this institution -which 
provides only graduate education is in fact a major centre for research, and 
that the divergent methodologies and theoretical orientations of these three 
scholars is brought together in a -way Which greatly enriches the contribution 
of each of them because of a specific institutional structure and a shared 
commitment to feminist research. We believe that a research institute at 
these two universities could similarly motivate and support ground-breaking -research in women ·s studies, but could go beyond the model of 01 SE by 
dra-wing on r much -wider potential for interdisciplinary ·work available here. 

Because of the need to develop interdisciplinary women ·s research, such an 
institute would be based on ecological relations someWhat different from 
most research/collegial social relationships. That is, in traditional discipline 
and problem-oriented research, a scholar selects a very small area of study 
and is likely to be the only scholar within her university doing that work. 
Consequently she builds relationships nationally and internationally with 
those few women and men -who are doing work related to her O\.\Tfi, and she 
has few academic or intellectual relationships -with others in her university. 

The ecology of an interdisciplinary women ·s research institute should 
reverse that pattern. The diversity would be based not on geography but on 
topic, and the unifying factors would be spatial proximity and an overall 
shared orientation to research "'1hich will be done on behalf of women. It is 
believed that a well-planned institute could create the same atmosphere for 
intellectual support in interdisciplinary work that the traditional pattern 
creates within narrowly defined intradisciplinary work. 

4.Research Agenda 

Although the exact program by "'1hich these objectives might be achieved 
v.lill vary, depending on the funding and the researchers ¼11o become 
involved in the institute, we would like to describe here some possible 
directions -which the research might follow. A specific research agenda (in 
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the sense of topics for research) would not be set out in advance for the 
institute; rather associates of the institute would bring their individual and 
existing women ·s research interests into the institute. 

An initial project might begin "'1ith any researcher, so it could be in medicine_. 
nursing, law, science, literature, psychology, or in applied concerns related to 
rape crisis centres, battered women's shelters, women and pensions and so 
on, but a formal process \Alhich encouraged other researchers to become 
engaged in the topic would be institutionalized. What are examples of the 
kinds of research members of the centre might engage in? 

1. Michelle Harrison discusses PMS as a complex of symptoms related to 
women ·s menstrual cycle, but in her discussion she makes it quite clear that 
we do not know the relationship of PMS to social structure, for cross-cultural 
studies on menstrual cycles are extremely rare. That recognition which 
pervades her work, the recognition that physiological phenomena may well 
be deeply embedded in the gender structure of societies characterizes her 
research as feminist. It does not characterize it as interdisciplinary, for she 
herself focuses only on the medical aspects of the syndrome. In an 
interdisciplinary women ·s research institute in vmich a researcher v-ras 
interested in this topic_. we could work to bring her insight together "'1ith the 
research of sociologists and anthropologists into gender structuring and its 
impact on physiological phenomena. Such work does not necessarily require 
international research, for it can be done by research "'1ith women from 
religious enclaves such as Hutterites, women from various classes, and with 
women from minority cultural groups, to suggest but a few examples. 

2. In the literary and fine arts areas there is much research today on the 
language used in relation to women, women's language in poetry and prose, 
and the images of women in film and art. There are obvious relationships 
between this work and concerns of women active in the community about 
pornography, violence against women, and the sexual objectification of 
women. An interdiscplinary women ·s research institute could enable the 
various researchers working in all of these areas to discuss their work with 
each other. 

3- Among the women who have been active in Alberta history probably the 
"famous five .. are the best known. But these five women represent but a 
tiny section of women who have tried to create social change through 
political action of various forms, from organized protest groups to lobbying 
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governments and participating in political parties. One major direction for 
interdisciplinary research would be to analyze this activity, both as a 
historical and contemporary phenomenon, to determine the causes and 
consequences of such activity and to propose alternative models for political 
action. At least some of this research could be in the form of "action 
research" as that term is used by the Canadian Research Institute for the 
Advancement of Women, as women actively engaged in trying to create 
some political change could participate at the same time with academics in a 
reflective research process. 

4. As women ·s groups and governments identify major issues of concern, and 
funds are made available for related research, some particular issues could 
form the basis for long-term research in the institute. In these cases, it 
might be preferable to hire research staff specifically for such work. For 
example, there is currently a concern with child-care arrangements in 
Canada and proposals to fund large-scale research in this area. Violence 
against women has received similar public attention, as have economic 
factors influencing women ·s lives (employment discrimination, the structure 
of pension arrangements and so on). Although this research, by its nature, 
must be applied in its focus, it would be greatly enhanced by occurring in an 
environment in which theoretical issues are raised. 

5- Women's groups in the comn,{nity have a continuing need for What might 
be called small-scale research, or information gathering. The research centre 
would bring together these groups and graduate students who could do some 
of this work as part of their paper -\1,lfiting and thesis work, possibly for a 
small fee paid to the student or as part of a research assistantship funded by 
the centre. Some of this work might well be done by undergraduate 
students in women ·s studies courses, enhancing their academic studies at the 
universities. 

6. In the women ·s movement women are beginning to address issues of race, 
racism, and cultural differences. It is nc,t the case that all women experience 
their situation as women in the same way, and for many women that means 
addressing problems of knowledge which are specific to their racial, ethnic, 
or cultural group. The research centre would make it possible for this 
diversity of women ·s experience to be addressed by academic research, and 
addressed in a ·way ~lhich would be useful to the women involved. 
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7. Finally, research methodologies themselves would be an integral 
component of the centre's research agenda. Dr. Ursula Franklin, a 
metallurgist from the University of Toronto, argued T1'111ile she was in 
Edmonton that the most essential aspect of feminist research is that it 
continually takes context into account. That is, it is unlike analytical 
research, or the standard model of science, in 'Which phenomena can be 
understood in terms of models 'Which consist of ideal or logical relations. 
This set of ideas is not unique to feminist work but they are central to such 
work; the implication is that methodologies must continually make it 
possible to address context. 

Dr. Franklin also remarked that_. given the well-developed nature of 
quantitative methodologies in the sciences, and their basis -within rigid 
disciplinary boundaries, alternative methodologies based in multi
disciplinary work -will initially seem inadequate to many people. She 
suggested some of our most important work may well be in clarifying and / Y developing those methodologies as we do our work. When we begin a project 

~- /" the methodology might not always be clear, but it would then be essential to 
~ . bring that methodology into focus before the work was completed and to 

'<., make it a major topic for discussion. This kind of work may well be some of 
"-~ the most important research v.mich is conducted at tlle centre, research 
~ / 'Which -will enable us to address the epistomological and methodological 

questions raised by Eichler (above) and by others such as Allison Jaegar and 
Sandra Harding. 

Other approaches v-!hich are deemed important in feminist research include 
action-research and collaborative research. Each of these imply specific 
types of relations between the researcher and the research subject, and 
research goals which go beyond the accumulation of knovvledge for its O'+lll 

sake. It would be important that the instititute also see these approaches as 
topics for research and analysis, as their implications would be spelled out 
through the years of work. 

<->-~ 
5.Structure of the -lt.stitb.te 

5.1. Administrative and Working Organization 

We would recommend that the membership of the centre be made up of 
those academics and community women vmo are engaged in or interested in 
feminist research and that the administrative structure consist of a co-
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ordinating committee and a paid staff. The co-ordinating committee would 
be composed of seven members, two appointed from the membership by the 
appropriate vice-presidents of each of the sponsoring universities and three 
selected by centre members. Their terms would be for from two to four 
years, Vvith terms staggered to ensure there was continuity on the 
committee, and they would elect the chairperson from among themselves. 
Th~ selection process for this committee would ensure- that the-re was 
reasonable representation from the various women ·s groups involved, 
including a diversity of faculties in the universities, women in the 
community, and students of the two universities. 

The co-ordinating committee would report annually to the appropriate vice
president of each university, and would meet at least tVvice a year Vvith the 
members of the centre to discuss the on-going research work and 
administration of the centre. Its terms of reference would include the 
acceptance of applications for membership in the institute and the 
acceptance of research projects. The committee would also arrange for 
dissemination of research results, and further other objectives of the 
institute not clearly covered by these three tasks. Other terms of reference 
would be to ensure that the institute as a physical plant was kept operating, 
that an adequate budget was developed and followed, that additional funds 
(both from Vvithin and outside the university) were sought to ensure tl1e 
work of the institute, and generally to oversee the research institute as a 
functioning administrative unit. 

In addition to the centre members \A/ho ould be researchers or women 
interested in research results, honourary embership could recognize 
v1omen like Doris Anderson (an alumni) elen Hunley, Mary LeMessier, 
Betty H~ Jan Reimer, Jeanne Sauve, Jenny Margetts and so on. In time .. 
o~tegories of membership may be ~efoped by the Research Centre. 

The centre would have two employees, a director and a clerk/steno. The 
first, under the direction of the Research Coordinating Committee, would 
manage the day to day operations of the centre, develop annual budgets, 
and ensure that feminist researchers and community workers were 
knowledgeable about the centre. The second would ensure that necessary 
accounting, paper work, and filing was done. Other employees would be 
added as researchers and research assistants when funds were a1,ailable, 
either through contracts, endowment funds, or university base budget.ting. 



5_2_ Space and facilities 

The space needs for the centre would be office space for some researchers, 
and office space for the director and clerk/steno. In addition. a seminar 
room would be needed for meetings of the centre_. and there should be 
facilities for the preparation of coffee and snacks (especially for evening 
research meetings 'Which will be necessary for community women to attend). 
At present, a medium sized office could be shared by the director and 
clerk/steno, and three to five research offices would be sufficent to get the 
centre started. We should anticipate that these needs will expand, but it is 
difficult to say to What extent at the moment. Given the need to develop a 
particular ecology, a centre in 'Which internal communication is enhanced, 
one of the campus houses would be the pref erred location. 

Office equipment needs will include desks, filing cabinets, and book-cases for 
each person \.'olho has an office in the centre, and a seminar table with 
comfortable chairs. It will also be necessary to have telephones and a 
copying machine, and microcomputers with a connection to hyperbus for 
library search and use of the mainframes. The director and clerk/steno 
would also work With microcomputers rather than typeMiters, so that all 
information to be shared could be shared electronically, and so that 
researchers could request the clerk/steno to edit and prepare for final 
printing files 'Which had been prepared on disk. Ideally, there should be one 
laser printer on a computer network vvithin the centre, and dot-matrix 
printers shared by every two computers. This kind of computer structure is 
now essential, we believe, for developing a research centre and for enabling 
such centres to communicate \.\Tith others across the country (and the world). 
{it.Bridgette ... "image" machines? e.g. film or slide projectors, or videodisks or 
VCR's? I am assuming we would draw most such equipment from the 
university pool, but would a researcher doing the work you do need 
something specific to do her work \.'olhich might be like "typing" for textual 
work?). 

We would keep copies of all research done within the centre, perhaps on 
disk and in hard-copy format, and make these copies available to interested 
people, but we would rely on the University library systems and the 
Women's Resource Centre for maintaining books and documents. That is, 
'When reseachers have funds to buy books or documents ""1lich v-lill not be 
personally owned, those books and document will be purchased for the 
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library systems or the resource room, or turned over to them after research 
is completed. 

6.Finances 

Financial arrangements for the centre will include initial start-up costs and 
annual operating costs. The start-up costs will involve largely purchase of 
capital equipment, and these costs Will not continue after the first year. 
Operating costs Will oo small initially, but Will increase as the research centre 
becomes more active. A five year budget is presented here to incorporate 
these changing costs. 

Year one. 

Capital equipment 
five desks, filing cabinets, and bookcases@1200 
seminar table@ 1500 

$ 6000.00 
$ 1500.00 
$ 4500.00 
$ 5000.00 
$ 500.00 
$16,000.00 

chairs, 30@$150 
copying machine@$5000 
telephones in each of fice@$100 ea 
computers, 4@4000 
Laser printer 

Operating Costs 
Director 1/2 time (incl benefits) 
Clerk/typist 1 /2 time(incl benefits) 

4,000.00 
Subtota1=$3 7,500.00 

$20,000.00 
$10,000.00 

$1,200.00 
$2,400.00 

Subtotal=$33,600.00 

Mainframe Computer and telecommunications costs 
Materials (paper etc) 

Year Two 

Capital Costs 
Computers, 2@4000 
Networking costs(internal) 
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$8,000.00 
$2,000.00 

Subtota1=$10,000.00 



Operating Costs 
Director, full time (incl benefits) 
Clerk/typist full time (incl benefits) 
Research assistant 1@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 3@10,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
Materials 

Year Ttiree 

Capital Costs 
Computers, 2@4000 

Operating Costs 
Director, full time (incl benefits) 
Clerk/typist full time (incl benefits) 
Researcti assistant 2@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 6@ 10_,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
Materials 

Year Four 

Operating Costs 
Director, full time (incl benefits) 
Clerk/typist full time (incl benefits) 
Research assistant 2@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 1O@10,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
Materials 

Year Five 

Operating Costs 
Director, full time {incl benefits) 
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$42,000.00 
$22,000.00 
$30,000.00 
$30,000.00 

3,000.00 
6,000.00 

Subtotal=$133,000.00 

$&,000.00 

$44,000.00 
$24,000.00 
$60,000.00 
$60,000.00 

4,800.00 
$8,000.00 

subtota1=$208,800.00 

$46,000.00 
$26,000.00 
$60,000.00 
$100,000.00 

6,000.00 
$9,000.00 

subtota1=$2 47,000.00 

$48,000.00 



Clerk/typist full time (incl benefits) 
Research assistant 2@30,000 
Research assistants (grad students) 1O@10,000 
Mainframe Computer and telecommunications 
Materials 

7. Concluding Comments. 

$28,000.00 
$60,000.00 
$100,000.00 

7,000.00 
$10,000.00 

subtotal=$2 53,000.00 

(This needs to be developed; essentially simply makes the argument again I 
think). 
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Shirley; 

Department of Educational Foundations, 
Faculty of EducatJon,University of Alt:,erta, 

Edmonton_. Alberta T6G 2G5 

Thanks for }'Our note about "resourcing" the Women's Research Centre. We 
have- made a number of changes in the proposal, ~..vhich relate strongly to 
resources, and tllese have not yet gone formally to the administratiotL. they 
,1vill have by the time the meeting is held ,Nith Margaret Leahey so I think 
there is no danger of making something public v.,hich has not been addressed 
internally. The most dearly st3.ted change (altllou.gh it has alwa.ys been there 
as a possibility) is that we V•lill request botl1 university administrations 
(University of Alberta and Athabasca University) t'.) collaborate in the 
establishing of the institute. That follovv'S tl1e pattern of collaboration 
proposed when we sought the chair in women ·s studies, and has a number of 
t)enefits. 

Essentially we continue to look at a space vvitll about five offices and a 
seminar room (which implies f u.rniture ), a direct.or and (one) secretarial 
staff, mic:rocotnput.€-r facilities for each c.,ffic:e linked to mainframe facilities 
(for library searches_. electronic communications_. and for some people for 
large-scale data manipulation), a copying machine, and funds for research 
assist.ants. Paid research assistants will be funded in two vv-rays; througli 
contract research funds and through tlie internal resources of the centre 
with most of the latter_. we anticipate_. going to provide funds for student 
assistants attached to v,mrk at tl1e centre (tnostly graduate, but potentially 
some undergraduate also). Some of tl1ese funds may need to be dedicated to 
ensure tl1at research is done for community groups_. or in interdiscplinary 
areas_. or in science (or potentially the humanities), if any of these areas tend 
to be omitted by tt1e routine decision -making processes. 

Yve anticipate an increased need for library resources, and the research 
centre vv-ould both require these and assist in the search for them, as the 
centre ~,\Till not build or house its ovm library (as Boreal does, for example). 
Similarly, we will not duplicate the current resource centre .. but if women 
v\1orking in the research centre place additional demands on it -r.,\le -r.Nill try to 
take some responsibility in assisting the extension of their collection and 
improving staffing. Vve ~Nill also need funds for visiting researchers, (perhaps 
just enough to pay travel costs or some subsist.a.nee for scholars <>n 
sabbaticals for example), ancl funds for distril)uting research results. Ttiis 
may involve TvVritten material or the use of other media_. annual meetings, or 



ot11er as yet uni dent.if e<1 means, t,ut we are at present not thinking of an}'T 
large-scale enterprise in tliis regard. (e.g. of publisliing a journal). 

We continue to see the research centre as manv-faceted. It ~A1l.ll be a local , 
for critical feminist work within disciplines, for interdisciplinary wor1:_. and 
for collaborative '1vTork V.Jith and service to tl1,s, wornen·s community outside 
of the university. It will becorne a centre whose main t:1.slt is fominist 
research rather than teaching or community action (although it \.\Till clearly 
support and draw upon both of t11':)Se other activities); as such it v\Till be an 
independent centre for research v._111icl1 Leahy's group could v.,ell make use 
of_. but it will need very good base funding . That base funding should not be 
contingent upon the vagaries of research contracts_. for tl1e v-1ork requires 
long-term comittment of staff. Nor should all research be dependent upon 
contract dollars, for much of tl1e contribution to kno,;1-J1.edge ,;Nhich we can 
make \.Vill not be readily funded by such sources. 

Enough, I shall soon be into my elaborate argument about the necessity for 
such a centre! You only aslrnd al)out resourcing it! I think, hov,1ever, tl-ie 
above vvill give you enough of a picture that you can respond to comments 
the committee might make, and I expect to also be tl1ere to act as a back-up 
if that is necessary. 

Marilyn 
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Vice-President (Academic) 

Proposal for a Women's Research Centre 
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our file: 
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Thank you for sending me the draft copy of the proposal for a 
Women's Research Centre. There are two possible routes which such a 
proposal might take; you may want to reflect on which would best suit 
the needs on campus as you perceive them at this time. 

1. Approval by the Vice-President (Academic): 

Under the authority delegated to this office by the Academic 
Development Committee, I am able to approve the establishment of 
Centres or Institutes provided that there are no space or resource 
requirements. Such approval would provide a "name" and legitimacy to 
some of the activities which you have outlined in your proposal, and 
has usually been used by other groups who are seeking outside funding 
for a particular purpose. Normally one of the participating uni ts 
agrees to provide a "mailbox" for the Institute or Centre but the 
benefits beyond that derive from the opportunities for like-minded 
scholars to meet together to develop either their own ideas or more 
specific proposals for external funding. To some extent this is what 
you are already doing. 

2. Formal University approval through ADC/PPG: 

This would be the route to follow if you felt that it was 
important to secure a University commitment to space or other 
resources at this time. Your draft proposal would provide a good 
beginning for a proposal to be made to these bodies, but would require 
some more definite statement of both the resources which were being 
requested and how this new Centre might relate to other bodies already 
established with an interest in women's issues; i.e.; the Women's 
Studies Program, the Women's Resource Centre and the Co-ordinating 
Committee on Women's Studies. (Or is it envisioned that this latter 
would disappear once the new body had been established?) Should you 
wish to follow this formal route you may wish to ask Evelyn Phillips, 
Secretary to PPG, for a copy of their proposal outline. While it has 
been prepared with teaching units in mind, it does provide a general 
guideline to the type of information which PPG would need before 
making a decision. 

2 . . . 



Prof . M. Assheton-Smith - 2 - 4 January, 1988 

Whichever route you decide to follow there are some additional 
points of which you should be aware: 

a) The proposal suggests that the proposed Centre might move into 
the premises now occupied by the International Students' House. 
So far as I know, this space is to be occupied by the School of 
Native Studies as soon as the current occupants have moved. Is 
there some barrier to the continuing use of the Women's Resource 
Centre which would make new space necessary at this time? 

b) The proposal for funding (p . 14) suggests raising an endowment 
fund. It would seem that such a special-purpose fund-raising 
campaign at this time would be in conflict with efforts to 
establish the Women's Studies Program on a more firm financed 
basis . Has there been a discussion of how the needs of both 
groups might be met? 

Again, thank you for sharing the proposal with me at this early 
stage. Please keep me informed of progress. Best wishes for 1988. 

AEZ/dc 

/ .ff ~~3-v,~--
J . Peter Meekison 
Vice-President (Academic) 



1•,,.leeting vvith 1vieekison, Wednesday Dec g at 9 a.m. 
(Rosemary Liburcl and Marilyn Asslieton-Smitl1). 

Tlie main purpose v,ras to discuss t11e Reseach Centre, and in general to touch 
bases with Dr. Ivleekison. ~Ne also 1vvanted to ensure t11at he had t11e updated 
list of t11e membership. 

1. He had U1e updated membership list and the last minutes; lie \.\las 
interestecl in the Resean.:11 Centre meeting already heW and we discusse,j 
tllat briefly. 

2. He nov,,1 seems to be recommending that the Resean~h Centre proposal go 
though the decision-making bodi€-s of the university .. i.e. Academic Pla.nning 
Committee and UniviS>rsity Priorities Cornmittee. He thinks a copy of the 
proposal should go t.) Bob James {V -P Research) as soon as possible, and Vv'e 

should discuss it v,.1it1l liim before moving to committees. In principle, it is 
not €-ssential to route our proposal through this committee structure as he 
can approve a Researc:11 Centre vvitl1out so doing. Hov.Jev'er, t1e sl1ould only clo 
so if there are neither space nor financial (line budget) implications for the 
university_ He thinks it Vlould be useful to have it approved by the 
committees mentioned, even if they would not be lH:.ely to fund it at present. 
Otherv-lise, V-le simply asked him to comment on the ,:urrent proposal, 
recognizing that it is still more chatty than formal and it vl!ill have to be 

,j 

modified in that respect prior to going through the university structure. 1Ne 
agree(! to try to get a proposal to llim after Christmas; the Academic Planning 
Committee VvTill not meet until February and it could be on U1e agenda at t11at 
time_ 

.3, He agreed to consider continuing financial support to tlle committee, of 
about $10,000 per year. I have prepared a letter requesting those funds and 
will send it today if the committee agrees vlith the content of it 

4. It vvas a pleasant meeting. 
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